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the serious sam spin-off for the xbox, serious sam: the first encounter changed the setting to a smaller town with less destruction, called vulcania. this was the
first time sam would venture into the open ocean in the game, and it was a major step for the series to move away from its land based roots. some elements of
the game were borrowed from the first encounter, but were refined and reworked. the game was also the last to be ported by titanic 2k for the xbox, which would
get a mention later. with these ports and other spin-offs, the serious sam series would remain dormant until serious sam 3 would return to the land of the giants
and start a new era for the series. in terms of gameplay, the new game was less of a shooter and more of a platformer, which was a little unusual for croteam. it
also featured what many consider the best enemy design in the series to date, with the first alien boss being a huge spider monster that would chase you up walls
and into waterfalls. the serious sam series would remain dormant for some time until serious sam: second encounter would release in 2007. it would be the first
game in the series to feature the famous alien versus predator content that would be the backbone of the story for many years to come. the game would also
feature a new type of ship, a heavy combat ship, which was one of the last parts of the game to be added. the hd version adds some cutscenes with sams advisers
andre and cleopatra, who were both added in a part of the story that was removed for the console release. the game would remain an icon of the hd era, and is
one of the most popular serious sam ports, even if it was often criticized for its mediocre design.
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the raptor 16mm sniper rifle is a fictional heavily modified heckler & koch msg90 with parts similar in appearance to that of the colt monitor converted to bolt-
action with a wooden buttstock, pistol grip, and a sound suppressor that appears only in the second encounter of the 2-part serious sam game. when unzoomed, it

deals roughly the same amount of damage as the pump-action shotgun, but when zoomed in, it deals 3x that damage, making it a weapon of choice for offing
various enemies at long distances. certain larger than life roaming world bosses like dragons can quickly turn large parts of a region into a battlefield as they rip
apart trees and crash through rocks to chase you around their lair. if you move too far away from an overworld boss battleground, they may disappear without

warning, and warp back to where you first spotted them, which disengages you from the fight the difference between the in-game graphics and the original arcade
game was a breakthrough for 3d graphics gaming. allowing for smooth and fast gameplay, while still retaining the fun. the game series is now an icon for one of

the most successful first person shooting games, which has had a large impact on the gaming industry. sams second appearance in serious games is just as
successful as the first, and many still consider it the best of the series. with the new serious sam hd, the developers not only added a new game mode, but also

improved on the core game experience to make it the definitive edition. its now even more convenient to play, while the impressive high-definition graphics make
the game look even more awesome than ever. 5ec8ef588b
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